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About This Game

Cubway is a journey with an abstract story of lifecycle of rebirth, called Samsara. Guide the cube through the long way full of
dangers and difficulties, visit many interesting and mysterious places.

Mechanics of the game are concentrated around different types of interaction with the obstacles. Some of them are finding
correct spot to overcome the obstacles, blowing them, correct timing of your movement, avoiding dangers, changing your

movement directions by the switchers and many more.

All this is accompanied by beautiful background arts that tell an abstract story, unique animations, minimalistic graphics,
different astonishing effects, and relaxing ambient.

•55 different levels
  •3 Alternative Endings

•Several game mechanics
•Elegant and stylish design

•A lot of obstacles and unique animations
•Astonishing effects of rain, slow motion, change of day and night and many others

•Atmospheric ambient by the Composer SiJ
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A little buggy but a good game non the less. Pretty expensive DLC for the content it offers, considering it is more than 50% of
the base game's price. It adds 3 new characters to the mix: Sasha, Zugma and Wes. Most, if not all three of them, are played
primarily as support characters. Sasha is more towards a niche class, since she can tame hostile monsters to fight alongside your
squad; pretty useful since certain mobs confer special AOE bonuses to their allies. Zugma is a little bit of everything: starts off
with ability to Repair and can eventually learn Recycle and finally Operate. Decent tank too. Wes can Operate from the very
beginning, which makes him an excellent choice for getting resources quickly and early. Except that he's terrible at combat, so
he's probably going to be your dedicated operator. The new major module, the Field Medic, is pretty useful for buffing your
heroes' defences throughout the floor but personally, I find building the HUD (for attack power) is better in most cases since
you can build the Dust Field Generator (which is a minor module, and much cheaper) and it boosts by almost 3 times the
amount, but only in the same room.

Still, giving this a pass wouldn't affect much of your gameplay since it's just new characters to start with. Probably if you want
to get this, I weuld recommend waiting for a sale before picking this DLC up.. It's just like I remember it from when I used to
play it years ago on my first computer. I wish that it had the original music.. This game is just bad. Can't recall how I go it, just
hope it was free.. Garbage. That is all that can be said to describe this game. Garbage.. It's good fanmade comic. Great little bite
of half lifey goodness for those who need a fix. Considering it's a comic, I won't go into the story as that would defeat the point.
It has a nice art style, expands on the Half-Life mythos a little bit. I woudln't call it a compelling read by by any stretch, but a
fan of comics or half-life with some time to burn should enjoy it. One thing is nobody knows if they will actually finish the
series. Plus there are achievements, which are nice.. Well, this game...
Whoever made this - I hate you.
It's bloody f***** hard, maybe not as hard as lifting up Mt. Everest but you get the idea. Honestly if you're able to finish it
you'd probably reach the calmness level of a Tibetan Monk and that's pretty useful in life. You're gonna rage quit and come
back to it as soon as you can, so beware it's addictive.
Music & sounds: fitting, good and not annoying
Graphics: good ol' pixelart
Story: present but not really important at all
10/10 would recommend if your anger level is too low. A 3d snake thats way more fun than it should be
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I recommend this game because it is a nice old school Breakout with retro graphics and enhanced gameplay.

It is first starting easy so you can learn how it works and then you have the first enemies appearing on the level. The challenge is
to hit them with the bouncing ball and the more you progress on the game and the more you have interesting enemies and levels.

Plus it has a lot of additional things (multiplayers, level editor, etc...) so that's good !. Nice digital drawing program, pretty
simple, love the desingn.
Hovewer, the program is still in development and I have experienced some crashes.
Few days ago, I could not find my latest drawing and I expected this program to have "latest files" where you can get back to
work easily. Sadly, because this feature is missing, my precious art was lost in the sea of files...

please, add this feature.

10/10 would save to desktop next time.. Good set. You might get some looks and questions from other players. Generally the
newer ones, asking if you do competitions, as you look as though you have sponsors.

To give some perspective on in-game "closest to"equivalent items and requirements: T=Tackle\/L=Line

SportFishing (T4) Cap: There are no in-game purchaseable caps\/hats. So this is a bonus.
SportFishing (T12\/L3) Jacket: At Level 14 you can purchase a T10\/L3 vest, and at Level 20 a T15\/L2
SportFishing 5 Rod Case: At level 12 you can get a 3 rod case, and at level 18 a 7 rod case.
(note the 7 rod case is 150 baitcoins)
SportFishing (T50\/L7) BackPack: You wont get this kind of capacity until you get to level 26, even then its going to cost you
75 baitcoins. It's a T50\/L5 plus 3 rods. As a casual-ish player,looking for a deacent time sink, Legends of Dawn REBORN
provides a decent story, combat system and a overall good time that I wanted for a relativly low price.
Most ppl have a problem just starting the game but sicnce I didnt have such a problem I'm enjoing myslef.. Boring story, terrible
controls, awkward graphics.. Just played my first 15 minutes of this fantastic game, after the dissapointment of Everest (which i
hope they improve) this has brought my faith back in VR game developers. It would take me to long to explain the experience,
just download it and play it you will love it.
Well done to the developers of this game.. where the AXE IMMORTAL ?
we waiting....
oh yes i dont buy compendium trololol. this looks like a nice skin
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